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DC Capacitor and Battery based Voltage Balancing
Control for Cascaded H-Bridge STATCOM with
Edmonds’ Algorithm
S. Kavya, S. Anurekha and S. Mutharasu
Abstract--- This project deals with enhancing the
voltage quality from voltage sags and one more power

sag and compensate the voltage sag and reduce the
generation of harmonics.

quality issues are rectifying in this project that is a
harmonics. The level of the inverter is increased for
accurate system performance. The system has more stable
by proposed Edmonds’ algorithm and its used for finding a
spanning dendri form of minimum weight (sometimes
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called optimum branching). Its an directed analog of the
minimum spanning tree problem. This algorithm is faster

I.

INTRODUCTION

implementation and less number of iterations compared

With the developments and popularity of power

with other algorithms. This algorithm to produce a delta

electronics technology, numerous and diverse electrical

signal for controlling the space vector pulse width

machinery and apparatus based on power electronics are

modulation signal because the SVPWM has only produce in

increased rapidly. However, due to the nonlinear operating

the static frequency so lightly harmonics are produced so

characteristics of power electronic devices themselves the

the quality of the power is reduced. That harmonics are

system based on power electronics might results in power

reduced by using the variable frequency is produced by

quality problems on utility grid.

algorithm.

Especially, with single-phase AC traction system and

The STATCOM is used in fifteen level inverters for

electrical arc furnaces, the voltage flicker has been

better performance its reduce a generation of harmonics and

considered as one of the most severe power quality

it get a dc sources from capacitor banks and battery banks

problems such as harmonic distortion, poor power factor,

because this store a huge amount of energy compared with

and phase imbalances to the utility grid. These power

capacitor banks. A simulation model based on this method

quality problems lead to unexpected disturbances in normal

is built in the MATLAB platform. The simulation results

operation of electric facilities which share the same

show that, the proposed control algorithm can make sure

distortion feeder with these aforementioned nonlinear loads,

STATCOM precisely and quickly compensate reactive

poor power factor, and unbalanced loads is one of the most

power, improve the power factor, stabilize the DC voltage

important issues in power systems [1-2]. Many technologies
have been devised and proposed to improve the grid power
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quality and to resolve the imbalance of loads. The static
synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is one of the
technologies

developed.

The

STATCOM,

emulating

variable voltage source converter (VSC), can provide
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precise reactive power, and it could mitigate the

and verified for delta-connected CHB converter based

disturbances and improve the power quality effectively [2-

STATCOM under unbalanced PCC voltage as well as

4].

unbalanced load compensation. The control strategy can
The response time of STATCOM is more rapidly than

that of a static VAR compensator (SVC), mainly due to the
fast switching frequency provided by the power switches
based on high-power forced-commutated semiconductors

balance the DC capacitor voltages of each cell considering
voltage imbalances of PCC. Furthermore, a novel
feedforward control algorithm which directly calculates
zero-sequence circulating current for system balancing is

VSC-

proposed. This paper employs the real-time calculation of

STATCOMs, the multilevel converter based STATCOMs is

the instantaneous AC leg output voltages and leg currents

an advanced alternative to the conventional two-level VSC-

and thus dynamics could be enhanced. Therefore, the

STATCOM. The conventional STATCOM is composed

proposed feedforward calculation algorithm based on vector

basically of one VSC with a capacitor in the DC side and a

analysis improves the system dynamics conspicuously. To

coupling transformer in the AC side. However, the

demonstrate thecomplete verification of the proposed

multilevel converter has more cost-effective and better

method, a mathematical proof is included.

such

as

IGBT,

IGCT,

IEGT,

etc.

Among

performance than the conventional converter due to
unnecessary bulky coupling transformer, extended power
rating, many voltage levels suitable for medium- or highvoltage high power application, and so on. The cascaded Hbridge (CHB) converter is one of the most feasible topology
for multilevel STATCOM applications since it has
advantages such as modular structure for easy scalability,
fast response and enhanced output current waveform [5-7].
The submodule cell in the cascaded H-bridge converter
for STATCOM is composed of an H-bridge converter and a
DC capacitor. As the DC capacitor in submodule cell
cannot operate with the constant DC source, the DC
capacitor voltage fluctuates according to various operation

Fig.1: Block Diagram for Proposed System
Fig.1 is a block diagram of proposed system. It consists
of blocks following as below;

condition of CHB converter. And, the technologies of



Utility grid.

switching pattern and modulation have been widely studied



Nonlinear load.

for system stability based on CHB converter [8].



CHB converter.

Furthermore, even under unbalanced AC voltage and



STATCOM.

unbalanced load conditions, the equilibrium among the DC



Capacitor bank.

capacitor voltages should be guaranteed to compensate the



Battery bank.

reactive power and voltage at the point to common coupling



IGBT switch.

(PCC). Therefore, the balancing control to maintain DC



PWM Generator.

capacitor voltage and reduce voltage ripple is indispensable



PID controller.

part for the stable CHB converter controls [9-10].



Edmonds’ Algorithm.

In this paper a novel control strategy has been proposed

The above Fig. 1 is the overall functions are following
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as, the generation station power is generated that power is

etc. To control reactive power flow through a power

transferred to the load side through the grid. That power is

network and thereby increasing the stability of power

transfer in the middle of the time such faults are occur in the

network. STATCOM is also known as a Static Synchronous

grid lines so, the quality of the grid power is reduced by that

Condenser (STATCON). The terms Synchronous in

faults. If voltage sags is occur how to compensate that faults

STATCOM mean that it can either absorb or generate

so, this algorithm is proposed.

reactive power in synchronization with the demand to

The PID controller has some set of reference values for

stabilize the voltage of the power network. And it has

simultaneously monitoring or measuring the capacitor bank

several advantages of being small/compact, high response

values. If capacitor bank is suddenly down that compared

speed and no harmonic pollution. The world’s first

with set of reference values of the PID controller and

commercial STATCOM (±80 MVA, 154kV) was developed

disenabled the capacitor bank and enabled to the battery

by Mitsubishi Electric Power Products, Inc and was

bank to the CHB inverter through the IGBT switch. The

installed at Inuyama Substation in Japan in 1991. One of the

PID controller has two inputs one is set of reference values

many devices under the FACTS family, a STATCOM is a

and another one is DC capacitor bank values. Then next

regulating device which can be used to regulate the flow of

PWM Generator is produced a space vector pulse width

reactive power in the system independent of other system

modulation signals. It has taken the two inputs one is ac

parameters.

grid voltage and another one is capacitor bank reference
voltage. PID controller is identify if any errors are available
that errors are given to the PWM Generator for input and its
produces a gate pulses for cascaded h-bridge inverter
switching operations. The PWM Generator produces a static

To understand the working principle of STATCOM, we

frequency so, some changes are not modified in voltage

will first have look at the reactive power equation. Let us

then harmonics are generated in the output of an inverter.

consider two sources V1 and V2 are connected through

The Edmonds’ algorithm is proposed for controlling

impedance Z = R + jX as shown in figure above. The above

purposes of gate pulses then gate pulses are controlled and

flow of equation is an reactive power

variable frequency are produced and its given to the input in
cascaded h-bridge switches and CHB inverter has two
inputs one is gate pulse and another one is capacitor bank is

Where, δ  is the angle between V1 and V2.
Thus if we maintain angle δ = 0 then Reactive power
flow will become

discharged energy to the CHB inverter. That CHB inverter
1

has inverting the dc voltage to the ac voltages. Those
voltages are injected to the grid lines used in the

And active power flow will become

STATCOM. Finally, the voltage sags are compensated
using this control technique.
A. Design and Working Principle of STATCOM
Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) is the
second generation of FACTS controllers that has very
promising future application. This is a power electronic
device using force commutated devices like IGBT, GTO

2 (1)

1 2 sin

0 (2)

To summarize, we can say that if the angle between V1
and V2 is zero, the flow of active power becomes zero and
the flow of reactive power depends on (V1 – V2). Thus for
flow of reactive power there are two possibilities.


If the magnitude of V1 is more than V2, then
reactive power will flow from source V1 to V2.
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If the magnitude of V2 is more than V1, reactive

and it’s needs a independent DC input sources to produce

power will flow from source V2 to V1.

nine output voltage levels.
C. Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation

B. Cascaded H-Bridge Inverters
The cascaded h-bridge multilevel inverter is to use

The Space Vector Modulation (SVM) PWM technique,

capacitors and switches and requires less number of

there is repeat switching between each cell only relates to

components in each level. This topology consists of series

one device switching, so the switch consumption is small.

of power conversion cells and power can be easily scaled.

Using the voltage space vector to generate the three phase

The combination of capacitors and switches pair is called an

PWM wave directly to simplify calculation. The inverter

H-bridge and gives the separate input DC voltage for each

output line voltage fundamental maximum value is the Dc

H-bridge. It consists of H-bridge cells and each cell can

side voltage, which is 15% higher than the output voltage of

provide the three different voltages like zero, positive DC

common SPWM inverter.

and negative DC voltages. One of the advantages of this

There are huge principle and source difference between

type of multilevel inverter is that it needs less number of

SVPWM (space vector pulse width modulation technique)

components compared with diode clamped and flying

and SPWM, but they are also some common things for

capacitor inverters. The price and weight of the inverter are

them. SPWM is modulated by sine wave and triangular

less than those of the two inverters. Soft-switching is

wave, while SVPWM is modulated by triangular wave and

possible by the some of the new switching methods.

since basic wave that contains certain third harmonic

This inverter uses several H-bridge inverters connected
in series to provide a sinusoidal output voltage. Each cell
contains one H-bridge and the output voltage generated by
this multilevel inverter is actually the sum of all the
voltages generated by each cell i.e. if there are k cells in a
H-bridge multilevel inverter then number of output voltage
levels will be 2k+1.

content, which can be proved mathematically.
D. Edmonds’ Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is an algorithm for finding a
spanning arborescence of minimum weight (sometimes
called an optimum branching). It is the directed analog of
the minimum spanning tree problem. The algorithm takes as
input a directed graph D=<V, E>

Circuit configuration of a general cascaded H-bridge
Thirteen Level Inverter is shown in Fig. 2. Each H-bridge
module has an independent DC voltage source of E. Every
output terminal of H-bridge cells is connected in series. So
the output voltage can be obtained by equation (3). And the

Where, V = is the set of nodes
E= is the set of directed edges
The weight of arborescence is defined to be the sum of
its edge weights,

number of output voltage levels is obtained by equation (4).
∑

1

2

3

4 (3)

The algorithm has a recursive description. Let,

N = 2k + 1 (4)
In Equation (3), Vin can be E, 0, or –E therefore, Vout
can produce -4E, -3E, -2E, -E, 0, E, 2E, 3E, 4E by mixing
of each output voltage. We can notice that this kind of
Multilevel Inverter is advantageous in terms of modularity
and simplicity. However, it needs a 16 switches for single
phase at the same time three phase it’s needs a 48 switches

Denote

the

function

which

returns a

spanning

arborescence rooted at of minimum weight. We first remove
any edge from E whose destination is τ . We may also
replace any set of parallel edges (edges between the same
pair of vertices in the same direction) by a single edge with
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F. Cirrcuit Configurrations of Deltaa-Connected CHB
C
Con
nverter
Fig. 2 shows one example of thhe circuit conffigurations
HB converter for
f STATCOM
M systems.
of deltaa-connected CH
The sysstem consists of a delta-connnected CHB converter
and a coupling
c
transfformer in paralllel to transmisssion line.
The CHB converterr is composeed of series-connected
identicaal submodule cells and innterface inducctors (L).
Basicallly, control off the reactive power is poossible by
variatioon of the magnnitude and phaase of the outpuut voltage
with resspect to PCC voltage
v
(Vpcc-abccn). And, the ST
TATCOM
can opeerate in inductivve or capacitivve mode.
G. Ou
utput Current Control
C
and Tootal Energy Coontrol
The overall controol diagram of thhe STATCOM
M system is
a the controoller consists of
o several
depictedd in Fig. 3, and
control parts. Amongg them, the output current controller
and tottal energy coontroller are the most funndamental
controlllers. In this paaper, the activve current is aligned
a
to
positivee-sequence q-aaxis, and the reeactive current is aligned

Connected CHB
B
Fig. 2: Systeem Configuration of Delta-C
f STATCOM
M
Converter for
E The Overaall Controls in
E.
n the Configurrations


to posittive-sequence d-axis
d
in synchhronous referennce frame.
The possitive-sequencee q-axis currennt is utilized foor the total
energy control of all DC
D capacitors in CHB conveerter. And,
the possitive-sequencee d-axis currennt provides thee required

Circuit Configuratio
ons of Delta--connected CH
HB

reactivee power. The negative-sequen
n
nce d- and q-axxis current

converrter.

is utilizzed for other puurposes such as
a reactive pow
wer control



Outpuut Current Conttrol and Total Energy
E
Controll.

under unbalanced
u
griid and load conditions, PCC
C voltage



Leg Ennergy Balancin
ng Control.

control for improvving voltage quality, gridd current



Voltagge Control of Individual Submodule DC
D

o
conditiooning, and so on.

Capacitor.

H. Legg Energy Balaancing Controll
Besiides the conveerter total capacitor energy coontrol, leg
capacitoor energy of thhree different phase
p
legs shouuld be also
balanceed simultaneouusly to regulatee each leg eneergy as its
rated value.
v
The zerro-sequence ciirculating currrent flows
only insside the delta-cconnected three legs in CHB converter
and cann be employyed to transfeer energy amoong three

O
Contro
ol Scheme of STATCOM
Fig. 3: Overall

differennt phase legs not affecting the AC outpuut side of
convertter. The leg energy balancingg controller in this paper
is practiically the samee with the seveeral conventionnal control
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methods [12,13] and the mathematical principles are based
on [11].
In general, the balancing controller which combined
feedforward control and feedback control can significantly
improve performance over a simple feedback controller.
The controller including feedforward control can reduce the
effect of the measured disturbance on the output better than
that achievable by feedback control alone. Therefore, this
paper proposes a novel calculation method of the feed
forwarding term used for the control of the zero-sequence
circulating current for leg balancing.
I.

Voltage Control of Individual Sub Module DC
Capacitor

Fig. 4: Overall Simulation Circuit Diagram

The space vector PWM (SVM) method is an advanced
computation-intensive PWM method and is possibly the
best method among the all PWM techniques for variablefrequency drive application. Because of its superior
performance characteristics, it has been finding wide spread
application in recent years.

II.

SIMULATION CIRCUIT AND RESULTS
To verify the validity of the proposed method, the

simulation has been developed using MATLAB r2013b
simulink. Fig. 4 shows the simulation circuit diagram, it
consists of three phase voltage source, the phase to phase
rms voltage (V) is 240 * sqrt (3), frequency is 50Hz. The
given input power is 60kW. Phase locked loop is used for
balanced the frequency. In this proposed method space

That space vector pulse width modulation has a state
selector stage and switch selector stage and gating pulses
are generated. This state selector stage is used to identified
the which state is selected then, gating pulses is generated
then, given to the cascaded h-bridge inverter switches used
in the switch selector state because which switch to given
the pulses to selecting process purposes. The CHB inverter
voltage value is 440V, 50Hz. The inverter has taken the
inputs in capacitor bank that capacitance value is 500e-6 and
capacitor initial voltage is 600V. Suppose the capacitor
suddenly discharged the battery bank is connected through
the IGBT switch. Lead-Acid battery is used and this
nominal voltage is 600V, Rated capacity is 200000Ah, and
Initial state of charge is 30%.

vector pulse width modulation is used. This SVPWM is

Then CHB inverter is inverted to the voltage dc to ac

used in 2-D algorithm, this modulation technique is

voltage. Then given to the grid lines then load. The load

producing a gate pulses for cascaded h-bridge inverter

side of the resistance and inductance is 12.218ohms and

switches. The grid lines of the resistance and inductance is

0.038889H.

-

0.1ohms and 3e 3H. Then PID controller is monitoring the

The middle of the grid lines the circuit breakers used.

errors and given to the space vector modulation. Then, the

Breakers resistance Ron is 0.001. And Snubbers resistance

SVM is taken two inputs one is DC capacitors voltages and

Rp and capacitance Cp is 1e6, infinitive. Then finally, output

another is AC grid reference voltages then the SVM

power is an 57.35kW totally 2.65kW power losses are

producing a gate pulses for cascaded h-bridge inverter

occurred.

switches.
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Fig. 5: Voltag
ge Sag Waveforrm

Figg. 6: 15 Inverterr Voltage Wavveform

Fig. 11: THD Wavveform

Fig. 7: Staability Graph
Figg. 12: Waveforrm of Magnitudde and Phase Angle
A
Table I: Circuit
C
Parameeters Values
Quantity
Phase to Phhase rms voltage
Frequency
CHB Invertter Voltage
Frequency
Leg Inductoor
Leg Resistaance
Load Resisttance per phase
Load Inducctance
Battery nom
minal Voltage

Fig. 8: STAT
TCOM Currennt

III.

Values
3ϕ, 415V
50Hz
440V
50Hz
3e-3H
0.1Ω
12.218 Ω
0.038889H
600V

CONCLUSIION

The voltage qualiity is improved by cascadedd h-bridge
COM while connecting non-linear
n
loaads. The
STATC
SVPWM
M is best perfoormance comppared with the sinusoidal
Fig. 9: Algorithm Output

pulse

width

moduulation

techniique.

And

E
Edmond’s

med compared with
w other
algorithhm is very efficciently perform
matchinng

algorithms.

Finally,

the

voltage

sags

is

compennsated using MATLAB
M
simullation link softtware. The
system voltage dropp (voltage sagg) is appeareed in 0.5
TATCOM is supplied
s
or injjected the
Seconds then the ST
Fig. 100: Grid Voltagee and Current Waveform
W

v
sag is cleared at
voltages to the grid liines after the voltage
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the time of 0.6 Seconds. And harmonics rejection also occur

[9]

in this operation so, the system stability has taken time at
0.1 Seconds the system stable is 100 milliseconds. The
simulation results show that, the proposed control method
can

make

sure

STATCOM

precisely

and

quickly

compensate reactive power, voltage sag and improve the

[10]

power factor, stabilize the DC voltage. Finally, the
unbalanced grid voltage is compensated successfully.

[11]
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